
 

 

 

Spring/Summer 2006 

 

RAOUL is bursting with bright colours and a fresh new looks for men this season with colours 

never seen before in its collection. There are also great new introduction in terms of design, 

fabrics and quirky details. 

 

SHEER INDULGENCE 

Making waves this season is the introduction of a new line of shirts called ‘Indulgence’. Adding 

onto RAOUL’s signature two-ply and four-ply categories of shirts, this collection is made of 100% 

cotton, which incorporates a two-ply double weaving process which results in an ultra fine 

material with and exquisite sheen. An absolute delight on the skin, this ultra soft and smooth 

fabric is touted as the crème de la crème of all fabrics, and these luxurious shirts come with real 

mother-of-pearl buttons and is catered to the discerning man who requires the finer things in life. 

‘Indulgence’ shirts are priced at RM489. 

 

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK  

Adding on to the range of products of Spring/Summer 2006, RAOUL has reintroduced its kurtas, 

which has remained a strong feature since its inaugural launch last season. For a true summery 

fell, the kurtas come in fresh fuchsia, lime green, mint green and cream colours. 

 

The classics are back! RAOUL’s Oxford shirts are perfectly preppie, with smart stripes in fresh 

colours in thick cotton weave. In crisp white with thin pink stripes; navy with yellow; blue with 

red stripes; and blue with white lines, the shirts will make a fashion statement in comfort and 

style.  

 

This season, RAOUL gets serious on making its short-sleeved range fun. Besides featuring two-

ply fabric for the first time, the short-sleeves also come in stretch cotton in slim fit. Another 



prominent design for this range includes the double front-pockets with flaps to recreate a retro 

look. Teamed with a pair of jeans, the look is great for smart casual weekends. Last but not least, 

another RAOUL’s favourite lies in the taping details on the inner front placket of the short-

sleeved shirt which creates an interesting look when the top buttons are intentionally left open. 

 

Pintucks are big as a design styling in this season as well, especially when they are featured on 

front panels – a first for RAOUL – and it will appeal to those that prefer a dressier look. 

 

Cotton mesh shirts in white and black have been introduced to this collection. Comfortable and 

light weight, they are perfect for hot summer days where one can look good and feel cool at the 

same time. 

 

Known for its interesting twists in detailing, this season features taping at the sleeve placket with 

snap buttons for easy fastening. Last but not least, RAOUL also features concealed button-down 

collars for those who like their collars turned down yet prefer to go collar-stays free. 

 

The new range of sweaters will make great complements to RAOUL shirts with the three styles 

being introduced. Of exquisite texture, the sweaters are made of 100% PIMA cotton, known for is 

luxurious appearance, softness and natural sheen. In addition to these qualities, they also boast 

comfort, absorbency, easy-care, freedom from static cling. The first style comprises a fitted polo 

T-shirt featuring three buttons in textured knits and it comes in navy, brown, beige and baby 

blue. Another style in V-neck can be worn on top of shirts to achieve a smart preppie look which 

has recently resurfaced on the fashion scene. Contrast colours are featured at the bottom, neckline 

and sleeve of the pullover. Last but not least, two colours of crew-neck sweaters in baby 

blue/beige and navy/brown can be worn on its own. 

 

Made of 100% mercerized cotton, knit tops for men will be an important feature for RAOUL this 

season. For a truly comfortable fit, mercerized cotton is used as it is known for having superior 

luster and strength and does not shrink as much compared to non-mercerized cotton. In two 

styles -  long sleeved crew neck with pintuck bib at the front and short sleeved in V-neck, they 

come in black, blue and khaki. 

 

*Other accessories new to RAOUL include colourful swimming shorts and caps. * 

 



FOOTWEAR 

Shoes come in a wide splash of colour this season with velour loafers and calf leather loafers in 

14 colours. With comfort in mind, these premium loafers are designed to be lightweight, flexible 

and cushioned fit. The velour loafers come in light bronze, taupe, legno, negro, tennis, ortensia 

and loden, whereas the calf leather ones come in light brown, cream, jeans, mauve, navy, black 

and citron green. Both styles are priced at RM459. 

 

Oxford shoes are in style and made versatile for workdays or weekends. Featuring velour and a 

soft and supple leather construction, comfort is a key feature. Priced at RM669. 

 

RAOUL now offers dressy tuxedo shoes for that black-tie-event, which are the crowning touch 

on every formal wear ensemble. Constructed out of the highest quality patent leather as a true 

classic tuxedo shoes must have that shiny patent finish. These shoes are priced at RM719. 

 

Not forgetting formal shoes, this season will feature eight styles in black and browns, laced up as 

well as slip-ons. Price ranges from RM459 to RM719. 

 

JETSETTER SERIES CONTINUE… 

As a continuation to the popular jetsetter series launched last year, RAOUL will be introducing 

additional three traveling bags – trolley bag, overnighter and a laptop bag. The overnighter and 

laptop bags feature detachable compartments.  

 

RAOUL stores in Malaysia: 

� Suria KLCC, #113A & 113B, Tel: 2078 7845 

� Starhill Gallery, #G42, Tel: 2145 1316  

� Mid Valley Megamall, #G-42, Tel: 2287 4942 

� 1 Utama Shopping Centre, #G-351, Tel: 7728 0849, and there is also 

� Raoul in Isetan KLCC 

 

FJ Benjamin Group retails and distributes Raoul. FJ Benjamin Group is one of Asia’s leading 

fashion companies for nearly half a century now. The group also has renowned brands such as 

GUESS?, La Senza, Girard Perregaux, Bell & Ross, Nike Timing, Victorinox Swiss Army, 

among others.  



 

For more information, please contact: 

Phang Sze Sze 

Manager - Marketing Communications 

DID: (03) 2056 6962 

Fax: (03) 2031 4405  

E-mail: ssphang@fjbenjamin.com.my 

 


